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The research project Pre-Christian Cult 
Sites, led by Lars Jørgensen, has as its 
main objectives to research and investi-
gate the background, identity and prac-
tices of the pre-Christian religion. This 
is illustrated by four prehistoric sites 
with magnates’ residences, which all 
have potential for research into the pre-
Christian religion: Tissø and Toftegård 
on Zealand, Gudme on Funen and Hoby 
on Lolland. Together the sites cover the 
whole period of the first millennium af-

ter Christ (Jørgensen and Drotner 2011). 
As part of the project archaeological ex-
cavations have been carried out at three 
of the sites in 2011. These have been 
funded respectively by the Heritage 
Agency of Denmark, the foundation 
Aage og Johanne Louis-Hansens Fond 
and the cooperating museums: the Na-
tional Museum, the Museum Lolland-
Falster, Vordingborg Museums and Køge 
Museum, together with Kalundborg Mu-
seum.

Pre-Christian Cult Sites 
    –   archaeological  

investigations
Josefine Franck Bican, Anna Severine Beck  
and Susanne Klingenberg
Danish Prehistory

The archaeological excavations at Hoby, Lolland
Susanne Klingenberg, The National Museum

The 2011 excavations of the settlement 
area at Hoby took place between 10 
June and 8 July and were undertaken by 
the Museum Lolland-Falster and the  
National Museum. The investigations 
were carried out as a student excava-

tion, with the excavators coming from 
the Saxo Institute of the University of 
Copenhagen. The work was financed by 
the Museum Lolland-Falster, the Nation-
al Museum and the Heritage Agency of 
Denmark.
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In 2001 four house sites and a dump layer/ 
 culture layer were investigated. One of 
the house sites has not yet been dated, 
whilst the others can be placed in the 
Late Pre-Roman Iron Age and the Early 
Roman Iron Age, making them contem-
porary with the two richly-furnished 
graves from the location. Three of the 
house sites were identified in the subsoil; 
two of these were three-aisled long-
houses (fig. 1), whilst an undated house 
site featured two sets of roof-bearing 
posts. This building may, however, con-

tinue outside the area of the 2011 inves-
tigation. The best preserved house site, 
however, was located in an up to 60 cm 
thick culture layer. Traces of this build-
ing consisted of large preserved areas 
of clay floor and fills containing patches 
of clay. The house site is a three-aisled 
longhouse orientated west/north west 
– east/south east, which has two differ-
ent phases, respectively with five and 
four sets of roof-bearing posts. In both 
phases a clay floor extended over the 
entire area of the house. Two large pits 
were revealed in the middle of the house, 
which displayed traces of severe burn-
ing. In the eastern part of the building an 
oven structure was uncovered. Outside 

 
 
Fig. 1:  The southwestern part of the well-preserved house site area 
after removal of the culture layer. Traces of another house site ap-
peared in the subsoil. This house site’s roof-bearing posts are marked 
with poles. Photo: Katrine Kølle Hansen, Museum Lolland-Falster.
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the north east of the house site a dump 
layer containing large quantities of cera-
mics and animal bones was excavated 
(fig. 2). The layer is contemporary with 
the house site. The substantial quantities 
of zoological material from the investi-
gation have been taken to the Centre for 
Baltic and Scandinavian Archaeology at 
Schloss Gottorp. A provisional examina-
tion of the material has been carried out 
by Ulrich Schmölcke. This shows that it 
will be possible to analyse c. 3000 pieces 
of animal bone and samples can be taken 
for DNA analysis. The ceramic material 

from the excavations is being worked 
upon at present by Anders Nielsen of the 
University of Copenhagen for his disser-
tation project. The soil samples from the 
post-holes of the roof-bearing posts have 
been processed in the flotation appara-
tus. However, an examination of this 
material is still required to identify the 
environmental remains. In addition, AMS 
dating of the material from the undated 
house site is yet to be carried out.

Fig. 2:  Part of culture layer/dump layer containing bones and  
ceramics found outside the well-preserved house site.  
Photo: Jannick Hansen.
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The excavation took place between 3 
October and 12 October, 2011 and was 
carried out by Vordingborg Museums and 
Køge Museum. The work was funded by 
the Heritage Agency of Denmark, Vord-
ingborg Museums and Køge Museum.

In October 2011 the excavation of the 
Viking Age settlement of Toftegård in 
the district of Stevns began again after 
a break of more than ten years (fig. 3). 

The aim of the investigation was to es-
tablish the western boundary of the 
high-status Viking Age settlement and 
thus gain better insight into the size of 
the original settlement.

In the opened-up area, evidence of settle-
ment was seen in the subsoil. Traces of 

The archaeological excavations at Toftegård, Stevns
Anna Severine Beck, Køge Museum

 
Figure 3   Topsoil is removed with the machine in 
several stages and is investigated with a metal 
detector. Photo: Køge Museum.
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at least three houses were found, two of 
which probably date to the Viking period. 
In addition, what may be the remains of 
two ploughed-out pit houses were found. 
A number of pits containing ceramics and 
bones were also excavated. Soil samples 
were taken for environmental analysis 
from a number of selected pits to establish, 
amongst other things, their function. The 
analysis is being carried out by agrono-
mics graduate Peter Steen Hen riksen of 
the National Museum’s Natural Sciences 
Research Unit. A large depression was 
also identified in the two easternmost 
trenches. It is likely that there was a se-
ries of dug-out areas resulting from the 
excavation of clay for house construc-
tion, measuring over 40 metres in length 
and 15 metres in width, which subse-
quently filled up with cultural material.

The significant finds from the year’s ex-
cavations include two trefoil (three-lobed) 
and one equal-armed clothes brooch, to-
gether with part of a sword hilt. One of 
the three-lobed brooches has obviously 
been damaged by heating. These ob-
jects match the other finds from the site 
in terms of dating, and collectively they 
point to a date for the settlement in the 
late Iron Age and the earlier part of the 
Viking period.

The distribution of the finds and struc-
tures indicates that the high-status Viking 
settlement continues a significant dis-
tance west of the previously investigated 
parts of the settlement. The investiga-
tions have thus provided evidence that 
the settlement area was originally larger 
than previously thought.

The archaeological excavations at Tissø, West Zealand, autumn 2011
Josefine Franck Bican, the National Museum

The excavation at Tissø was carried out 
by the National Museum with support 
from Kalundborg Museum and with the 
help of Kalundborg Arkæologiforening 
(the Kalund borg Archaeological Society) 
between 5 October and 3 November.  
Fugledegård Formidlingscenter generously 
made their premises and facilities avail-
able for our use. The investigations were 
funded with the support of the foundation 
Aage og Johanne Louis-Hansens Fond.

The aim of the excavation was to inves-
tigate the supposed area of ritual activi-
ties or the so-called open cult site dating 
to the 8th-9th century. The activity area is 
located at the edge of a wet hollow on 
the highest hilltop of the settlement area, 
west of Tissø at Fugledegård. The exca-
vations of 1995 showed that a dark soil 
containing deposits of animal bones and 
special objects was deposited here at 
some time in the course of the 8th-9th 
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century. Later a silver hoard was depos-
ited at the same location, which has 
been dated to the end of the 9th-10th cen-
tury. In 1995 these deposits were inter-
preted as waste dumping, but subse-
quently this interpretation changed, as 
it was not thought to be appropriate to 
place such material at the highest point 
of the area. Comparable deposits have 
been found at sites of this period in cen-

tral Sweden. As is often the case on 
archae ological excavations, a surprising 
and exciting observation was also made 
when it was established that the wet 
hollow had been made by human activity.

The deposits of dark soil were preserved 
in a c. 4 m broad belt on the southern 
edge of the wet area (fig. 4). The finds 
from here have included fragmented an-
imal bones, glass beads, sherds of pot-
tery vessels and whetstones. The mate-
rial from the dark fill is currently being 
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Figure 4  The dark layer was located on the southern edge of the 
wet hollow. The fill was investigated in squares and wet-sieved. 
Photo: Josefine Franck Bican, the National Museum.
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worked upon and analysed.  The animal 
bones are being 

examined and investigated by Anne Bir-
gitte Gotfredsen, ZM. The many soil 
samples will be analysed for environ-
mental remains by agro nomics graduate 
Peter Steen Henriksen of the National 
Museum’s Environmental Archaeology 
Unit. Two metal finds, which should be 
highlighted, came from the southern 
part of the wet hollow. One of these is a 
small piece of silver, which must ori gi-
nate from a silver hoard. The other is an 
unimpressive piece of bronze measuring 
2-3 x 4 cm, which has had a small hole 
drilled into it. A horse has been scratched 
into this piece of bronze sheet (fig. 5).

The hollow itself proved upon closer in-
vestigation to have been created by human 
activity, just before the dark layers from the 
supposed ritual activities were deposited. 
The area had dimensions of c. 22 x 23 m 
and people dug here in the past in order 
to get access to good clay, which is 
found at a depth of 1 metre (fig. 6). The top-
soil was first dug through in order to dig 
out the clay. Estimates indicate that around 
1400 tons of topsoil was dug out in or-
der to remove the same amount of clay. 
So, considerable quantities of clay must 
have been used to daub the walls of the 
great hall a few hundred metres to the 
east, near the lake. This is the first time 
that it has been possible to estimate the 
amount of clay used for such a purpose.
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Figure 5
An unimpres- sive 
piece of bronze with a holed drilled 
into it displayed a scratched-in picture of a 
horse. The piece is dated to the Viking Age and strength-
ens the supposition of ritual activities on the edge of the wet hol-
low. Photo: Pia Brejnholdt, the National Museum.



Conclusion
The archaeological Investigations and sci-
entific analyses will continue in the com-
ing years at all three sites. Hoby is the 
earliest and least investigated of the 
sites. Here there is still much that needs 
to be excavated and to fall into place. The 
results so far are impressive and they 
provide new material for scholars. Tofte-
gård is relatively well investigated, but 
its boundaries are yet to be properly 
identified, a problem that the coming ex-
cavations should be able to re-address. 
Tissø is probably the most thoroughly in-
vestigated magnate’s residence in North-
ern Europe. The excavations here will 
concentrate on selected locations, which 
will give us greater insight into the society, 
religion and ritual activities of the time.
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Figure 6  Here the wet hollow can be seen with 
Tissø in the background. The hollow has been 
created by human activity and consists of a large 
group of associated clay extraction pits. Photo: 
Josefine Franck Bican, the National Museum.
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